Foundations for the Success of Your Project

Experts in turn-key Design & Construction Projects

Foundations for Project Success

1. Coordinated Team

Key team members required are:
―― Project Managers

A coordinated and unified team
working together is critical to a
successful outcome for your project.

―― Planners / surveyors

Establishing Your Team

―― Engineers (Geotech, civil, structural, fire, piped
& wired services)

• Who will be involved in your project?
• What experience do they have?
• Do they understand your needs?
• Do they understand local authority regulations?
• Can they work together?
• Will they communicate well?
• Do they have a genuine desire for your success?
Having the right team on board from the initial
stages is critical to the success of your project.

“Teamwork makes the dream work.”
Coordination is one of the biggest challenges
facing the industry. Many consultants are fantastic
at their own trade but a lack of coordination often
leads to budget and timing overruns.
Get an expert to manage and coordinate the entire
project. A-Line Construction are experts at bringing
synergy to your project.

―― Quantity Surveyors
―― Councils/ Local authorities
―― Architects/ Designers

―― Builders / Construction team

2. Lateral Thinking

This means to solve problems by an indirect
and creative approach, typically though
viewing the problem in an unusual light.
Lateral thinking specifically applies to Design
Engineering, as there are many solutions to
problems and these need to be throughly
analysed in view of getting the best possible
outcome for your project.
Using creative thinking to solve solutions
and find alternative solutions with minimal
impacts means that obstacles are overcome
early on. This eliminates budget blowouts
and quality issues before things escalate.

3. Trust

It is critical to have someone that you can
trust to spearhead your project. Involve
someone who is genuinely interested
in the success of your project, and who
understands what is needed to achieve your
desired outcome.

“A unified and coordinated team

using lateral thinking and managed
by someone you can trust means
your project is well on the way to a
successful outcome.”

A-Line Construction takes ownership of your project and manage your entire vision
from concept to completion. We manage all trades and consultants, working together
to deliver the project in a timely and professional manner so that the right outcomes
are achieved for the success of your organisation.
A-Line are experts at delivering successful turn-key projects that meet quality, time
and budget constraints. We have developed a successful recipe which is based
around trust, honesty, integrity and listening to what is important to you as the
customer. It is a tried, trusted and proven formula that brings significant benefits to
your project and we would like to share this recipe with you.

A-Line Construction design and build premium
buildings that deliver excellent value for you.

Why Choose Us

A-Line Construction works with you to provide a unified team
approach to your project to ensure all your specific needs and
requirements are captured and the best solutions are delivered.

Lets Talk About Your Next Project
0800 002 776

admin@alineconstruction.co.nz
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